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Essentials of Marketing 15th edition (released Feb 2016) is the new edition of Basic Marketing 19th edition. Click to view more on
Perreault/Cannon's Essentials of Marketing 15th edition here. Built on a strong foundation, Basic Marketing 19e provides an integrated
teaching and learning solution for presenting the four Ps framework and managerial orientation with a strategy planning focus. The
Perreault franchise was the pioneer of the four Ps in the introductory marketing course. The unifying focus of Basic Marketing has
always been on how to make marketing decisions in deciding what customers to focus on and how best to meet their needs. Consistent
with our belief in continuous quality improvement, this edition has been critically revised, updated, and rewritten to reflect new concepts,
new examples, recent best practices, and to tightly integrate the best digital tools in the industry for ensuring that students are
prepared to engage in classroom lectures and pursue future business and marketing careers.
Policy analysts and policy planners should start from the premise that obstacles, uncertainties and surprises are important features of
policy-making. All public policies should be treated as complex problems, from the outset. Complexity theorists start from the premise
that complex policies are ill-defined and ambiguous. There is often little consensus about what the problem is, let alone how to resolve it.
Into the complexity of the wicked problem fray, Marketing Public Policy introduces the role of communication scholars and practitioners
whose models and practices focus on people, processes, opinions and behaviour as causes of organisational complexity. Communication
practice s role is to provide ideas on how to navigate, diagnose and interpret issues with a view to persuading the public to change its
behaviour or opinions. From the case studies presented in this book, we see that despite rationally excellent macro- and micro-planning of
policies to win the hearts and minds of citizens, public policies still deteriorate into hurts and minefields. The case studies are drawn from
China, Indonesia, India, the USA, the UK and Europe to show that policy-making is always a complex issue in any country, whatever the
political structure, whether democracy or communism.
This book introduces fundamental concepts and theories in pervasive computing as well as its key technologies and applications. It
explains how to design and implement pervasive middleware and real application systems, covering nearly all aspects related to pervasive
computing. Key technologies in the book include pervasive computing-oriented resource management and task migration, mobile
pervasive transaction, human computer interface, and context collection-oriented wireless sensor networks.
This concise text focuses squarely on the issues facing marketers in an increasingly global world. It identifies several trends, linking them
together, and positioning them as marketing practices that companies implement as a way of responding to the major consequences of
globalization. The book also includes case studies to illustrate new practices and allow students to discuss issues of market selection, entry
modes, segmentation, targeting, and positioning, as well as product, price, distribution, promotion, and corporate communication
policies in a globalized world. Durand s unique approach moves beyond marketing management and strategy issues and provides
students with the broader context to understand the marketing practices they ll use in the real world. This book will prove to be an
essential resource for any student of marketing and international business working to stay ahead in an increasingly competitive and
global industry.
Proceedings of the International Computer Symposium ICS 2012 Held at Hualien, Taiwan, December 12‒14, 2012
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Concepts, Technologies and Applications
Marketing and Globalization
Contemporary Business, 16th Edition
Days and Nights on the Amazon
Computational Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing
How to face the scientific communication today. International challenge and digital technology impact on research outputs dissemination

Boone and Kurtz, Contemporary Business 16th Edition, delivers solutions at the speed of business to stimulate curiosity, show
relevance, promote creativity and prepare students for what’s ahead, in their academic and business careers. With thoroughly
revised cases, fresh, current examples, and an updated video series, the 16th Edition provides insights into the many facets of
business that contribute to the dynamic, ever changing world of work.
The two volumes LNCS 9041 and 9042 constitute the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Computational
Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing, CICLing 2015, held in Cairo, Egypt, in April 2015. The total of 95 full papers
presented was carefully reviewed and selected from 329 submissions. They were organized in topical sections on grammar
formalisms and lexical resources; morphology and chunking; syntax and parsing; anaphora resolution and word sense
disambiguation; semantics and dialogue; machine translation and multilingualism; sentiment analysis and emotion detection;
opinion mining and social network analysis; natural language generation and text summarization; information retrieval, question
answering, and information extraction; text classification; speech processing; and applications.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Asia-Pacific Digital Libraries, ICADL
2014, held in Chiang Mai, Thailand, in November 2014. The 20 full papers, 19 short papers and 9 poster papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 141 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on digital preservation and
archiving; digital repositories and tools; scholarly documents repositories; metadata and ontologies; linked data and knowledge
sharing; digital books and e-books; digital libraries usage and applications; data management and classification; information
retrieval and search methods; user skills and experiences.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Multidisciplinary Social Networks Conference,
MISNC 2015, held in Matsuyama, Japan, in September 2015. The 49 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 125 submissions. The papers deal with the following topics: multidisciplinary research on social networks; ethical issues
related to SNS; information technology and social networks mining.
16th Workshop on e-Business, WeB 2017, Seoul, South Korea, December 10, 2017, Revised Selected Papers
Marketing Public Policy
How LGBTQ claims shape International Relations
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Motivation of Workers on Microtask Crowdsourcing Platforms
Web Engineering
Leadership Strategies for Global Supply Chain Management in Emerging Markets
16th International Conference, ICA3PP 2016, Granada, Spain, December 14-16, 2016, Proceedings
This book studies the motivation of crowdworkers to find out how to attract more people and reach a
higher quality of outcomes. The book first proposes a taxonomy for studying the motivation of
crowdworkers including the potential influencing factors, different types of motivation, and possible
consequences and outcomes related to the motivation. Next, the CWMS questionnaire, an instrument for
measuring the underlying motivation of crowdworkers is developed. It considers different dimensions of
motivation suggested by the Self-Determination Theory of motivation which is a well-established and
empirically validated psychological theory used in various domains. This instrument can be used to study
the effect of platform and user characteristics on the general motivation of crowdworkers. Later, the taskspecific motivation of crowdworkers is studied in detail: Influencing factors are investigated, subjective
methods for measuring them are evaluated, a model for predicting worker’s decision on taking a task is
proposed, the relative importance of different factors for two populations of crowdworkers is studied, and
finally, a model for predicting the expected workload (as one of the major influencing factors) given the
task design is proposed.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the Australasian Symposium on Service Research and
Innovation, ASSRI, held in Sydney Australia.The 11 full papers presented from ASSRI 2017, which took
place during October 19-20, 2017, were carefully reviewed and selected from 26 submissions. The volume
also contains 3 papers from ASSRI 2015, which took place during November 2-3, 2015, and one invited
paper on the software development processes.The papers were organized in topical sections named:
invited talk; modelling; design; quality; social, and application.
This book provides readers with an overview of Cloud Computing, starting with historical background on
mainframe computers and early networking protocols, leading to current concerns such as hardware and
systems security, performance, emerging areas of IoT, Edge Computing etc. Readers will benefit from the
in-depth discussion of cloud computing usage and the underlying architectures. The authors explain
carefully the “why’s and how’s” of Cloud Computing, so engineers will find this book an invaluable source
of information to the topic. This second edition includes new material on Cloud Computing Security,
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Threat Vectors and Trust Models, as well as best practices for a using dynamic cloud infrastructure, and
cloud operations management. Several new examples and analysis of cloud security have been added,
including edge computing with IoT devices.
At the turn of the century the term "gamification" was introduced as a concept to understand the process
of using game mechanics in "non-game" contexts. The impact of gamification was soon evident to
business practices where it had impact both on marketing and, more broadly, on the organizations
themselves. As the number of individuals playing video games grows, there seem to be an acceptance of
game mechanics elsewhere. Its effectiveness is highly dependent on both technical possibilities and
cultural acceptance, two factors present today. The aim of The Business of Gamification is to critically
analyze the practical and theoretical consequences of gamification. Practically, how has gamification been
applied in businesses to this point, and what are the future scenarios? Theoretically, what are the
contributions of gamification to existing academic knowledge? How does this change our understanding of
how business are performing and its consequences, for organizations, consumers, and society in general?
This edited volume contains new, and stringent, perspectives on how gamification is contextualized in
business settings, both in theory as well as in practice. This book will provide a wealth of research for
individuals seriously interested in the industry at the academic level. As a result, this book will serve as a
reference in curricula associated with video game development for years to come.
ECGBL2014-8th European Conference on Games Based Learning
Service Research and Innovation
16th International Conference on Asia-Pacific Digital Libraries, ICADL 2014, Chiang Mai, Thailand,
November 5-7, 2014, Proceedings
A Critical Analysis
A Marketing Strategy Planning Approach
ECGBL2014
Mobile Networks and Cloud Computing Convergence for Progressive Services and Applications
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMarketingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like
to purchase both the physical text and MyMarketingLab search for ISBN-10: 0134058496/ISBN-13: 9780134058498 . That
package includes ISBN-10: 0133856461/ISBN-13: 9780133856460 and ISBN-10: 0133876802/ISBN-13: 9780133876802."
""For undergraduate and graduate courses in marketing management. " The gold standard for today's marketing management
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student. Stay on the cutting-edge with the gold standard text that reflects the latest in marketing theory and practice. The world of
marketing is changing everyday-and in order for students to have a competitive edge, they need a textbook that reflects the best of
today's marketing theory and practices."Marketing Management" is the gold standard marketing text because its content and
organization consistently reflect the latest changes in today's marketing theory and practice. The Fifteenth edition is fully
integrated with MyMarketingLab and is updated where appropriate to provide the most comprehensive, current, and engaging
marketing management text as possible. Also available with MyMarketingLab(TM)MyMarketingLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them
better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Web Engineering, ICWE 2016, held in
Lugano, Switzerland, in June 2016. The 19 full research papers, 13 short papers, 3 vision papers, 11 demonstrations, 5 posters, 6
PhD Symposium and 4 tutorials presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 120 submissions. The 16th edition of ICWE
accepted contributions related to different research areas revolving around Web engineering, including: Web application
modelling and engineering, Human computation and crowdsourcing, Web applications composition and mashups, SocialWeb
applications, SemanticWeb, and, for the first time, also the Web of Things.
These proceedings represent the work of contributors to the 16th European Conference on Management Leadership and
Governance (ECMLG 2020) hosted by ACI and EM-Normandie Business School, Oxford, UK, UK on 26 – 27th October 2020.
The Conference Chair Dr Paul Griffiths, EM-Normandie Business School, Metis Lab. Oxford, UK
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the 2008 Pacific Rim Knowledge Acquisition
Workshop, PKAW 2008, held in Hanoi, Vietnam, in December 2008 as part of 10th Pacific Rim International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence, PRICAI 2008. The 20 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 57 submissions
and went through two rounds of reviewing and improvement. The papers are organized in topical sections on machine learning
and data mining, incremental knowledge acquisition, web-based techniques and applications, as well as domain specific
knowledge acquisition methods and applications.
Amazon Marketing Strategy
16th European Conference on Innovation and Entrepreneurship Vol 2
Essentials of Marketing
16th International Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security
Proceedings of EWCIS 2020
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A Novel
Complexity, Hurts and Minefields
The field of Intelligent Systems and Applications has expanded enormously during the last two decades.
Theoretical and practical results in this area are growing rapidly due to many successful applications
and new theories derived from many diverse problems. This book is dedicated to the Intelligent Systems
and Applications in many different aspects. In particular, this book is to provide highlights of the
current research in Intelligent Systems and Applications. It consists of research papers in the
following specific topics: l Graph Theory and Algorithms l Interconnection Networks and Combinatorial
Algorithms l Artificial Intelligence and Fuzzy Systems l Database, Data Mining, and Information
Retrieval l Information Literacy, e-Learning, and Social Media l Computer Networks and Web
Service/Technologies l Wireless Sensor Networks l Wireless Network Protocols l Wireless Data Processing
This book provides a reference to theoretical problems as well as practical solutions and applications
for the state-of-the-art results in Intelligent Systems and Applications on the aforementioned topics.
In particular, both the academic community (graduate students, post-doctors and faculties) in Electrical
Engineering, Computer Science, and Applied Mathematics; and the industrial community (engineers,
engineering managers, programmers, research lab staffs and managers, security managers) will find this
book interesting.
Scholarly Research Paper from the year 2008 in the subject Business economics - Marketing, Corporate
Communication, CRM, Market Research, Social Media, grade: -, University of applied sciences, Munich,
language: English, abstract: Founded in Seattle (Washington, USA) by Jeffrey Bezos in 1995, Amazon is
now the world leading internet sales platform for consumer goods. Offering books in the first place
Amazon now offers products in more than 40 different product categories. Omnipresent everywhere in the
internet Amazon claims to be "the world's most customer-centric" company. Indeed Amazon is doing
everything to achieve this goal through continuous service-improvement. Whenever a new service will be
launched customers expectations always define the key features. But what an internet company would
Amazon be if this customer centric mission wouldn't be promoted and capitalised. Grown up with the
internet and familiar with all its marketing instruments, Amazon uses every opportunity to promote its
brand and the offered services. Beside the user-experience Amazons success depends on its propagation
and accessibility. Amazon manages this by sophisticated partner programs to grow fast and continuously.
In consequence of the market power Amazon has, the prices for goods are more than competitive in the
internet. Since the internet still hasn't reached its maximum capacity and far not everybody especially
elder generations uses the internet for daily shopping, Amazons growth will continue and further
customer-centric services will follow as long as the vision keeps alive.
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International marketing consultant Russell Miller takes a close, pragmatic look at the movement to
privatization that is sweeping the important markets of Western and Central Europe, Latin America, and
Asia, and lays out the business opportunities and challenges that U.S. corporations and others worldwide
will find there. He identifies the market dynamics created by newly privatized companies, the problems
of reaching them, and the approach strategies that U.S. and other companies would find most productive.
An important insight into how corporations here and abroad can gain access to these rich new markets,
the book will be essential reading for top management and specialists in marketing, strategic planning,
and international business development.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Algorithms and
Architectures for Parallel Processing, ICA3PP 2016, held in Granada, Spain, in December 2016. The 30
full papers and 22 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 117 submissions.
They cover many dimensions of parallel algorithms and architectures, encompassing fundamental
theoretical approaches, practical experimental projects, and commercial components and systems trying to
push beyond the limits of existing technologies, including experimental efforts, innovative systems, and
investigations that identify weaknesses in existing parallel processing technology.
Digital Transformation: Challenges and Opportunities
Pacific Rim Knowledge Acquisition Workshop, PKAW 2008, Hanoi, Vietnam, December 15-16, 2008, Revised
Selected Papers
Concepts and New Research
16th International Conference, ICWE 2016, Lugano, Switzerland, June 6-9, 2016. Proceedings
16th IFIP WG 5.5 Working Conference on Virtual Enterprises, PRO-VE 2015, Albi, France,, October 5-7,
2015, Proceedings
Information or Disinformation?
Liberating the Amazon Within
In today’s digital age, online and mobile advertising are of growing importance, with advertising no
longer bound to the traditional media industry. Although the advertising industry still has broader
access to the different measures and channels, users and consumers today have more possibilities to
publish, get informed or communicate – to “co-create” –, and to reach a bigger audience. There is a good
chance thus that users and consumers are better informed about the objectives and persuasive tricks of
the advertising industry than ever before. At the same time, advertisers can inform about products and
services without the limitations of time and place faced by traditional mass media. But will there
really be a time when advertisers and consumers have equal power, or does tracking users online and
offline lead to a situation where advertisers have more information about the consumers than ever
before? The volume discusses these questions and related issues.
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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th IFIP WG 5.5 Working Conference on Virtual
Enterprises, PRO-VE 2015, held in Albi, France, in October 2015. The 61 revised papers were carefully
selected from 126 submissions. They provide a comprehensive overview of identified challenges and recent
advances in various collaborative network (CN) domains and their applications, with a strong focus on
the following areas: risks in collaborative networks; agility and resilience in collaborative networks;
collaboration frameworks; logistics and transportation; innovation networks; governance in collaborative
networks; collaborative communities; information and assets sharing; business processes; performance and
optimization; and network formation.
These proceedings represent the work of contributors to the 16th International Conference on Cyber
Warfare and Security (ICCWS 2021), hosted by joint collaboration of Tennessee Tech Cybersecurity
Education, Research and Outreach Center (CEROC), Computer Science department and the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Tennessee on 25-26 February 2021. The Conference Co-Chairs are Dr. Juan Lopez Jr, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Tennessee, and Dr. Ambareen Siraj, Tennessee Tech’s Cybersecurity Education,
Research and Outreach Center (CEROC), and the Program Chair is Dr. Kalyan Perumalla, from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Tennessee.
"This book clarifies the present fast-advancing literature of the current state of art and knowledge in
the areas of the development and reuse of reusable assets in emerging software systems and
applications"--Provided by publisher.
Marketing Management, Global Edition
The Business of Gamification
The Emergence of Digital Libraries -- Research and Practices
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Applications - Volume 1
Multidisciplinary Social Networks Research
Risks and Resilience of Collaborative Networks
Software Reuse in the Emerging Cloud Computing Era
This book presents best selected papers presented at the International Conference on Emerging Wireless Communication Technologies and Information
Security (EWCIS 2020), held from 8th & 9th October 2020 at Amity University Jharkhand, Ranchi, India. The book includes papers in the research area of
wireless communications and intelligent systems, signal and image processing in engineering applications, data communication and information security,
IoT and cloud computing. The contribution ranges from scientists, engineers and technologists from academia as well as from industry.
"This book provides pertinent and vital information that researchers, postgraduate, doctoral students, and practitioners are seeking for learning about the
latest discoveries and advances in NLP methodologies and applications of NLP"--Provided by publisher.
As LGBTQ claims acquire global relevance, how do sexual politics impact the study of International Relations? This book argues that LGBTQ perspectives
are not only an inherent part of world politics but can also influence IR theory-making. LGBTQ politics have simultaneously gained international
prominence in the past decade, achieving significant policy change, and provoked cultural resistance and policy pushbacks. Sexuality politics, more so than
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gender-based theories, arrived late on the theoretical scene in part because sexuality and gender studies initially highlighted post-structuralist thinking,
which was hardly accepted in mainstream political science. This book responds to a call for a more empirically motivated but also critical scholarship on
this subject. It offers comparative case-studies from regional, cultural and theoretical peripheries to identify ways of rethinking IR. Further, it aims to add to
critical theory, broadening the knowledge about previously unrecognized perspectives in an accessible manner. Being aware of preoccupations with the dequeering, disciplining nature of theory establishment in the social sciences, we critically reconsider IR concepts from a particular LGBTQ vantage point and
infuse them with queer thinking. Considering the relative dearth of contemporary mainstream IR-theorizing, authors ask what contribution LGBTQ politics
can provide for conceiving the political subject, as well as the international structure in which activism is embedded. This book will be of interest to
students and scholars of gender politics, cultural studies and international relations theory.
Essentials of Marketing: A Marketing Strategy Planning Approach is about marketing and marketing strategy planning. At its essence, marketing strategy
planning is about figuring out how to do a superior job of satisfying customers. This author team takes that point of view seriously and believes in
practicing what they preach. Instructors and students can trust that this new edition of Essentials of Marketing 14e - and all of the teaching and learning
materials that accompany it - will satisfy every instructor and students' needs. Building on Pioneering Strengths This author team pioneered an innovative
structure - using the “four Ps” with a managerial approach for the introductory marketing course. It has become one of the most widely used business
textbooks ever published because it organises the best ideas about marketing so that readers can both understand and apply them. The unifying focus of
these ideas is on how to make marketing decisions that a manager must make in deciding what customers to target and how best to meet their needs. Over
many editions of Essentials of Marketing, there have been constant changes in marketing management and the marketing environment. Some of the changes
have been dramatic, and others have been subtle. As a result, the authors have made ongoing updates to the text to reflect marketing's best practices and
ideas. What's unique about Essentials of Marketing? The four Ps framework, managerial orientation, and strategy planning focus have proven to be
foundational pillars that are remarkably robust for supporting new developments in the field and innovations in the text and package. Essentials of
Marketing teaches students analytical abilities and how-to-do-it skills that prepare them for success. The author team has deliberately included a variety of
examples, explanations, frameworks, models, classification systems, cases, and “how-to-do-it” techniques that relate to our overall framework for
marketing strategy planning. Similarly, the online Marketing Plan Coach helps students see how to create marketing plans. Taken together, these items
speed the development of “marketing sense” and enable the student to analyze marketing situations and develop marketing plans in a confident and
meaningful way. They are practical and they work. The authors emphasise careful integration of special topics. Some textbooks treat “special“ topics—like
relationship marketing, international marketing, services marketing, marketing and the Internet, marketing for nonprofit organisations, marketing ethics,
social issues, and business-to-business marketing—in separate chapters. The authors deliberatively avoid doing that because they are convinced that treating
such topics separately leads to an unfortunate compartmentalisation of ideas. The comprehensive package of materials gives instructors the flexibility to
teach marketing their way - or for the student, the ability to learn marketing their way.
Knowledge Acquisition: Approaches, Algorithms and Applications
Emerging Applications of Natural Language Processing: Concepts and New Research
Advanced Research on Cloud Computing Design and Applications
Willingness to Accept for Instagram Accounts. First Empirical Evidence
Commercial Communication in the Digital Age
Global Opportunities and Challenges
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Feminism and the Female Body
The current research scenario aims for new opportunities and perspectives in divulgation of scientific results. Nowadays research
asks to be widely diffused and disseminated in a larger community in the effort to demonstrate its innovation and originality, so to
enlarge network and obtain fund to keep working. In this context, PhD students, as part of scientific community and young
researchers in training, have to understand the rule of publications to define the best strategy for the dissemination of their
research. The present book, through the experiences of national and international PhD candidates, PhDs and Professors, is a
contribute in the current opened debate on the most effective strategies and related tools to design specific dissemination
strategies, to highlight and improve the peculiar qualities and disciplines of each research.
The authors challenge the Cartesian emphasis on mind that characterizes much feminist theory, offering instead a perspective that
conceives of mind and body as a unity. They examine the construction of terrorized female bodies, how this construction is
affected by age, class, race, and sexual preference, and how women who resent the status quo are developing themselves
physically. They conclude by proposing a politics of feminist embodiment in which women use collective "care-of-the-self"
practices that empower both their bodies and their minds. Extensive interviews with women involved in bodybuilding, self-defense
training, and similar activities provide the empirical context of this original theoretical analysis.
In recent decades, the rapid expansion of trade and investment among developing countries has resulted in a scenario wherein
firms from developing countries account for an increasing share of capital, goods, and wealth in the global economy. Industry
leaders from developing countries have observed that firms in developing countries need to identify and develop key supply chain
capabilities in order to succeed in emerging markets. It is argued that customers in emerging markets are likely to have different
needs and supply chain expectations as compared to customers in developed economies. Reaching into these emerging markets,
understanding the customer diversity, and translating it into effective segmentation schemes are critical for the efficient design of
supply chain operations. Leadership Strategies for Global Supply Chain Management in Emerging Markets is a pivotal reference
source that provides vital research on creating efficient supply chain operations in emerging markets. While highlighting topics
such as consumer behavior, global operations, and information transparency, this publication investigates the needs of consumers
in emerging markets as well as the methods of designing effective operations. This book is ideally designed for supply chain
managers, logistics managers, operations and warehousing professionals, industry practitioners, academicians, students, and
researchers.
Finding an incentive compatible method to assess account values can be seen as the bedrock of social media research across all
platforms and is of crucial importance for researches and practitioners alike. This study presents a new method of applying the
willingness to accept (instead of the commonly applied willingness to pay for establishing account values on Instagram), by
modifying a randomised Vickrey Auction. Primary research among 1024 participants and 409 Instagram users measured the
willingness to accept, in relation to demographic variables, account and interaction metrics. The average account was valued at
100 € median, correlating significantly with participants' income and prevalently with the number of followers. Other significant
correlations were found in the duration since sign up, number of posts, average number of likes and comments as well as the
decision to establish a micro blogging business. Findings are discussed by regarding the limitations and implications for
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Instagram's business model in terms of a Freemium model, insurances companies offering privacy enhancing features and ad
campaign pricing when users engage in brand collaborations.
Second International Conference, MISNC 2015, Matsuyama, Japan, September 1-3, 2015. Proceedings
Pervasive Computing
5th and 6th Australasian Symposium, ASSRI 2015 and ASSRI 2017, Sydney, NSW, Australia, November 2–3, 2015, and October
19–20, 2017, Revised Selected Papers
Doing Business in Newly Privatized Markets
Annotated Bibliography of World Literature on Research, Industry, and Resource of Latin America 1915 to 1989
Trends in Wireless Communication and Information Security
16th European Conference on Management, Leadership and Governance

Recent technology trends involving the combination of mobile networks and cloud computing have
offered new chances for mobile network providers to use specific carrier-cloud services. These
advancements will enhance the utilization of the mobile cloud in industry and corporate settings. Mobile
Networks and Cloud Computing Convergence for Progressive Services and Applications is a fundamental
source for the advancement of knowledge, application, and practice in the interdisciplinary areas of
mobile network and cloud computing. By addressing innovative concepts and critical issues, this book is
essential for researchers, practitioners, and students interested in the emerging field of vehicular
wireless networks.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the 16th Workshop on e-Business, WeB 2017, which
took place in Seoul, South Korea, in December 2017. The purpose of WeB is to provide an open forum for
e-Business researchers and practitioners world-wide, to share topical research findings, explore novel
ideas, discuss success stories and lessons learned, map out major challenges, and collectively chart
future directions for e-Business. The WeB 2017 theme was “Digital transformation: challenges and
opportunities”. The 11 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 43
submissions. These are original research articles with a broad coverage of behavioral issues on
consumers, citizens, businesses, industries and governments, ranging from technical to strategic issues.
What do a Canadian farm woman and a Brazilian plant collector have in common? An enigmatic death, a
monkey and destiny. Liberty Hall and Acacia Aranha are worlds apart, but share the same dreams. Death
brings them together in the city of Manaus on the Amazon River, but pales beside the river journey Libby
and Acacia are compelled to take - a journey of mystery and revelation.
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Modern society requires a specialized, persistent approach to IT service delivery. Cloud computing offers
the most logical answer through a highly dynamic and virtualized resource made available by an
increasing number of service providers. Advanced Research on Cloud Computing Design and Applications
shares the latest high quality research results on cloud computing and explores the broad applicability
and scope of these trends on an international scale, venturing into the hot-button issue of IT services
evolution and what we need to do to be prepared for future developments in cloud computing. This book
is an essential reference source for researchers and practitioners in the field of cloud computing, as well
as a guide for students, academics, or anyone seeking to learn more about advancement in IT services.
This publication features chapters covering a broad range of relevant topics, including cloud computing
for e-government, cloud computing in the public sector, security in the cloud, hybrid clouds and
outsourced data, IT service personalization, and supply chain in the cloud.
BASIC MARKETING
Concepts and Practices
16th International Conference, CICLing 2015, Cairo, Egypt, April 14-20, 2015, Proceedings, Part II
Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing
Forest Products from Latin America
Cloud Computing with Security
International Commerce
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